Introduction
Deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (e Mellin moments with definite symmetry properties process dependent distinction even/odd N (from OPE)
Computing of Charged CurrentDIS at three loops -p. 
What does MINCER do?
Computing of Charged CurrentDIS at three loops -p.7
MINCER minces integrals
Computing of Charged CurrentDIS at three loops -p.8
Feynman diag's into MINCER

Method of projection in pictures
Identify scalar topologies Scalar diagram with external momenta P and
Feed scalar two-point functions in MINCER
Computing of Charged CurrentDIS at three loops -p.9
., P, ...)] = 0 -integration by part identities t'Hooft, Veltman'72; Chetyrkin , Tkachov '81 Leibniz, Newton :-)
Computing of Charged CurrentDIS at three loops -p.10
Triangle rule
and act the integrand with
and act the integrand with 
Computing of Charged CurrentDIS at three loops -p.13
Checks
Known Mellin moments for F νP +νP 2,L (even) and F νP +νP 3
(odd) recalculated All calculations with gauge parameter ξ for gluon propagator (Up to 10'th MM)
measures isospin of the nucleon in the quark-parton model neither perturbative nor non-perturbative corrections in QCD
Applications
Gottfried sum rule (charged lepton(l)-proton(P ) or neutron(N ) DIS)
Conjecture: difference of non-singlet coefficient functions for even and odd Mellin moments suppressed by
Paschos,Wolfenstein'73, Llewelin Smith'83 
